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Parkersburg buinessman Charlie 0. Erickson poses in front of the
building which will serve as an alumni center at Marshall. Erickson's gifts , totaling $325,000, enabled The Marshall University
Foundation, Inc. , to purchase the building located at 1731 Fifth
Ave., adjacent to the Marshall campus. The facility will house the
Office of Alumni Affairs and will be used for meetings, dinners ,
receptions and other events for alumni and friends.

A gift to alumni
Erickson gives MU alumni
a place to call their own
Charlie 0 . Erickson, the man for
whom the newly -acquired alumni center is named , is an unusual individual.
In fact , he may be unique .
The Parkersburg businessman may be
the only person in the country to have
al umni centers bearing his name at the
two major universities in a single state.
Through Erickson 's generosity,
alumni centers were made possible at
West Virginia University and Marshall.
In 1984, Erickson pledged $500,000
toward construction of the alumni center at WVU . Last May , he gave Marshall $ 150,000 to initiate an alumni
center. On Dec. 2 he contributed
another $175,000 to enable the Marshall Foundation to complete the purchase of the Kincaid-Mann Mortuary
building which wi ll be converted into

an alumn i center.
" We at Marshall University are
extremely grateful for Charlie Erickson' s interest and support in the
development of an alumni center here ,"
Marshall President Dale F. Nitzschke
said . " Through his support , we will be
better able to serve our alumni ."
The building is located at 173 1 Fifth
Ave ., adjacent to the Marshall campus.
Edward G. " Ned " Boehm Jr. , MU
vice president for institutional advancement , said the Erickson Alumni Center signals a major step forward for the
Marshall Alumni Association.
" For the first time , our alumni will
have a place they can truly call their
own," Boehm said. " The KincaidMann building is uniquely suitable in
that it provides not only space for the

Parkersburg businessman Charlie 0 . Erickson, second from left, presents Marshall officials a check for $175,000 to complete the purchase of a Marshall alumni
center. The gift brought to $325,000 the total Erickson has contributed to enable
Marshall to establish an alumni center. From left are Marshall President Dale F.
Nitzschke; Erickson; Bea Nelson Orr, president of the MU Alumni Association;
Linda Holmes, Marshall director of alumni affairs, and Dr. Edward G. "Ned"
Boehm Jr., MU vice president for institutional advancement.
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alumni offices but facilities for events
such as receptions and dinners. We ' re
truly excited about this development
and we ' re looking forward to working
with our alumni in further improvements to make this an alumni center
second to none. ''
Erickson has been a business and
civic leader in the Parkersburg area for
a number of years . He currently is
president of COE, Inc ., a Parkersburgbased company with interests in real
estate, land development and investment activities in West Virginia and
other areas of the United States.
Until 1982, Erickson was president
of Durfee 's TV Cable Co., which he
founded in 1959. Erickson 's career in
cable television started in Southern
West Virginia in the early 1950s. He
is recognized throughout the United
States as a pioneer in the cable television business and he continues to be
active in the West Virginia Cable Television Association.
A native of North Fork, McDowell
County , W.Va., Erickson was educated
in West Virginia schools . Now a resident of Mineral Wells , W.Va., he
served for six years as mayor of Man ,
Logan County , W .Va., 1942-48 . He
moved to the Parkersburg area in 1959.
Erickson has served as a member of
the advisory board of the Parkersburg
Boys Club and the board of directors
of the Wood County Cancer Society ,
the WVU Foundation , Parkersburg
National Bank and the West Virginia
Cable TV Association . He also is a
member of the prestigious John Marshall Society, composed of major supporters of the Marshall University
Foundation .
He is the father of three children :
Charles F . Erickson of Boca Raton ,
Fla., Mrs. Lee (Myrah) Scott of Parkersburg, and Mrs. Harold (Donna)
Younger of Savannah , Ga.
Erickson's contributions to Marshall
have been made in memory of his
nephew , Jim Walls , who graduated
from Marshall in 1949.

Confederate culture
Marshall collections offer
opportunities for research
By JOSEPH PLAT ANIA
A unique bit of Civil War history is
now part of a special collection in Marshall's James E. Morrow Library. It is
the cancelled check that was the final
payment to the English shipwright who
built the Confederate raider Alabama.
The check, signed by Confederate
President Jefferson Davis, is among the
6,500 items in the Rosanna A. Blake
Library of Confederate History at the
Morrow Library. Blake, a 1934 Marshall graduate, was nationally recognized as a historian and collector of

Joseph Platania earned two degrees
from Marshall -- a B.A. degree in 1965
and an M.A. in 1968, both in political
science. He formerly taught political
science-part-time at Marshall and has
been a freelance writer for about JO
years.

Confederate material. Marshall
acquired the collection as a bequest following her death in January 1987.
The C. S.S. Alabama was launched
from Liverpool , England, in July 1862.
During its career as a commerce raider
for the Confederacy, the Alabama captured or destroyed 62 Northern merchant ships and sunk one Union warship
before being sunk June 19, 1864, by a
Union vessel off the coast of France.
After the war , the United States
demanded that Britain pay damages for
the destruction caused by the Alabama
and two other raiders . The U.S.
claimed that Britain had permitted the
Confederate government to buy the
raiders in England, where they had been
armed and manned, and to use British
ports around the world as their bases .
The "Alabama Claim" was settled with
England in 1873 when an international
commission approved a $15.5 million
settlement for the U.S. More than $7

million of that sum was attributed to the
Alabama.
''The cancelled check is just part of
a very significant collection, ' ' according to Dr. Kenneth Slack, who retired
in 1986 as director of Marshall libraries
and who is serving as the official bibliographer of the collection. He has
been working with the Blake materials
for several years .
As the materials are catalogued and
entered into the Morrow Library 's computer, they are housed in the Blake
Library , a special reading room on the
third floor of Morrow Library. The
room also contains much of Marshall's
own collection on the Confederacy. The
collections total nearly 8,000 items.
A highlight of the Blake collection is
a 75-cent biography of General Robert
E. Lee which Blake received on her
tenth birthday as a gift from her mother.
This book inspired Blake to assemble
(continued on next page)

This check, ordered by Confederate President Jefferson Davis, was the final payment to the English shipwright who built the
Confederate raider Alabama. It is among the 6,500 items in the Rosanna A. Blake Library of Confederate History at Marshall's James E. Morrow Library. Blake, a 1934 Marshall honor graduate, was nationally recognized as a historian and collector of Confederate material. Marshall acquired the collection as a bequest following her death in Japuary 1987.
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'A very significant collection' is how Dr. Kenneth Slack, bibliographer of
the Rosanna A. Blake Library of Confederate History, describes the
6,500-item collection which he estimates has a monetary value of more
than $250,000.

Marshall Special Collections curator Lisle Brown and Blake Library bibliographer Kenneth Slack look
over some of the collection's artifacts. Slack retired in 1986 as director of Marshall libraries.

one of the largest private collections of
Confederate material in the nation .
Although the collection includes military material, Blake placed emphasis on
the non-military. Material on civi lian
life, economic and financial issues, education, social activity and religion is
included. Many items are concerned
with the role of women and Confederate poetry and fiction. Blake's interest,
according to Slack, was in collecting all
the Confederate and Confederaterelated material she could find, especially books and other printed matter
that might otherwise have been
neglected.
A few diaries are in the Blake Collection , including Diary of Avary M.
Lockett: A Virginia Girl in the Civil
War, I86I-I865, which was published
in New York in 1903.
Once primarily a collection centered

upon General Lee, the Blake Library is
now a general collection of Confederate materials strong in imprints, according to Slack. To qualify as a genuine
Confederate imprint, material had to
have been published in a Confederate
state by a Confederate publishing house
between 1861 and 1865. In the Blake
Library there are some 750 imprints
including handbills, pamphlets, books,
sheet music , manuals , almanacs and
Confederate state documents. A number of large prints and a few artifacts
such as small busts of Lee and several
Confederate pistols and rifles also are
included.
The combined collection places the
Morrow Library among the top 10
libraries in the U.S. in its holding of
Confederate imprints , according to
Slack. Marshall 's imprints are listed in
the current edition of Parrish and
6

Willingham 's Confederate Imprints
which is the current revision of Crandall's Confederate Imprints.
Blake's career as a government attorney required travel which afforded her
the opportunity to search rare book
dealers' shops and bookstores that
specialize in Confederate material. She
subscribed to many Southern historical
reviews and was on the mailing lists of
most prominent book stores, according
to Slack. The result of her lifelong
efforts is a library rich in its variety of
information pertaining to the
Confederacy.
Several of the more interesting items
in the Blake Library are more than 200
copies of a rare South Carolina newspaper published in 1864-65, books
about the Confederacy published
in China and Sweden , military maps
made in England and Germany , and a

lithograph of Lee and Jackson once
loaned to the Library of Congress .
Among the hand-written manuscripts
in the collection are diaries , letters,
memoranda, muster rolls and official
Confederate government correspondence. There also are reminiscences,
artifacts, drill books and several
hundred dollars in Confederate money
in various denominations .
The collection's artifacts include
a gold-framed , small pre-Civil War
photograph of General Robert E. Lee
together with his signature on a piece
of lined yellow paper. Marshall Special
Collections curator Lisle Brown said
after the war Lee signed his name over
and over on lined yellow paper and
copies of hi s signature were mailed to
Confederate veterans who requested
them .
Other artifacts include a small metal
chest , an epaulet from a Confederate
officer's uniform , and Confederate
postage stamps affixed to envelopes
with patriotic cachets such as an eagle
or a Confederate emblem and slogan.
There also are a small powder horn , a
Confederate rifle and saber, and a small
bullet-making device used on the
battlefield.
The Blake coll ection also has 50 to
75 Confederate regimental historie .
Many of these are histories of Virginia
units , but there are some from other
Confederate states. Some of these
volumes were published as early as the
1880s and within memory of many
Confederate veterans .
Brown said regimental hi stories of
Confederate artillery , cavalry and
infantry units were not very plentiful
until the Civil War centennial in the
early 1960s when many were published.
At that time Marshall began accumulating these histories for its Civil War
co llection.
Several of the more recent books are
part of the new Virginia Regimental
History Series of Lynchburg, a proposed 100-volume series that wi ll deal
with each Virginia unit and Virginia
soldier in the Civil War. Included in the
series will be regimental histories of
Virginia infantry units of the Confederate States Army composed almost
entirely of men from West Virginia
counties . Each volume contains a unit
history, an annotated muster roll of
every man who served in the unit and
relevant photographs and maps. Marshall wi ll acquire the volumes as they
are published , Brown said .
Especially fragile in the Blake

collection are almanacs published in the
Confederacy which were similar to the
Farm ers ' Almanac . These booklets are
delicate because they were intended to
last only a year .
Books and sheet music printed by
Confederate publi hing houses during
the Civil War give an insight into what
Southerners liked to read and what
music they preferred to play or hear .
English and European novels were

Cavalier: Robert E. Lee , which is volume three of a trilogy by Lynn Whitney Allen.
A Confederate hospital book or register from the military hospital at
Pearisburg , Va. , is a highlight of Marshall 's collection. The book contains a
list of patients , reasons for admission
and dates of discharge as well as copies
of correspondence between the hospital and the director or surgeon general

Helen Gail Mollohan is doing research on chivalry in the Old South under the
auspices of the Marian Alexander Blake and Merrill Clifford Blake Scholarship
in Confederate Literature, established by Dr. Rosanna A. Blake and her husband
Fred E. Hulse and named for Blake's parents.

especially popular. The Blake collection
has an imprint of Great Expectations by
Charles Dickens. The imprint was published in Mobile, Ala ., in 1863 .
Most of the novels about the Confederacy found in the Blake Library
were published after the Civil War. As
might be expected , Margaret Mitchell 's
epic novel of the Old South and the
Civil War, Gone With the Wind, is part
of the coll ection. In fact, there are four
printings of the novel : a first edition
published in New York City in 1936,
a Turkish-language edition published in
Istanbul, a German edition published in
Hamburg in 1940, and a Spanish edition published in Santiago , Chile.
Among the many books of poetry
are Song of the Rebel and The Gray
7

over Confederate hospitals.
The Blake Library also has several
hundred copies of Confederate sheet
music with titles as varied as "Wait Till
the War, Love, Is Over ," "God Save
the Southern Land ," " Southern Marsei ll aise," " Harp of the South ,
Awake ," " When This Cruel War Is
Over ," " General R.E. Lee 's Quick
March ," and " There 's Life in the Old
South Yet. "
During the past few years, Marshall
has purchased the compl ete reprint s of
Confederate Veterans Magazine, a
monthly magazine published in Nashville, Tenn. , from 1893 through 1932.
This is a 40-volume set , bound in li ght
gray , and with a cumulative index . The
(continued on next page)

Blake collection also has a rare bound
volume of all issues of The Confederate Veteran , a monthly magazine published in Atlanta only during 1890.
These two magazines are valuable
sources of reminiscences and interviews
with Confederate veterans and pub1i s hed communications between
veterans .
Rosanna Blake's collection was carefully organized and stored in a library
that occupied most of the third floor of
the home she shared with her husband ,
Fred Hulse , in Owings, Md . After
Blake's death , Slack and Brown made
three trips to the home to pack her
collection in acid-free boxes and transport them to Marshall.
For research scholars , the Blake
Library will provide opportunity for
primary research in documents of the
antebellum , Confederate and postbellum South . Many of the secondary
sources relevant to the Confederacy are
also found in the library.
Bibliographer Slack estimates the
Blake Library's monetary value to be
in excess of $250,000. Slack said
income from the Blake estate will be
used by Marshall to perpetuate and to
acquire books and other Confederate
material for the Blake Library .
About half of the 4 ,000 books in the
Blake collection will have been catalogued and made available to the public , Brown said . Although a target date
of 1992 has been set for completion of
the cataloguing, many of the books and
other resources already have been used
for research by students and faculty .
Rosanna Blake and her husband also
provided Marshall with two endowed
scholarships of $5 ,000 for graduate students. One is the Marian Alexander
Blake and Merrill Clifford Blake
Scholarship in Confederate Literature,
named for Blake's parents. It is
administered through the English
Department. The other is the Rosanna
A . Blake and Fred E . Hul se Scholars hip in Confederate Hi s tory ,
administered through the Hi story
Department.
Since the scholarships have been
offered , two recipients of the BlakeHulse scholarship have completed their
graduate programs. Montserrat Miller
Chambers wrote her thesis based on the
diaries and letters of Annie Heacock,
a Quaker missionary teacher who , with
her sister, taught at the Penn School for
former slaves near Beaufort, S.C. The
Heacock material was donated to Marshall by Dorothy Atkins, a former

As recipient of the Rosanna A. Blake and Fred E. Hulse Scholarship in Confederate History, Paul H. Rakes is funded for his research on William Dorsey Pender,
a Confederate general from North Carolina.

Photos by Rick Haye

Huntington teacher and the mother of
Orin E . Atkins, retired president of
Ashland Oil , Inc .
Another graduate student did his thesis using copies of DeBo w 's Review, a
Southern intellectual journal published
in New Orleans, imprints of which are
in the Blake collection. Hi s thesis is a
case study of Southern intellectual
activity during the time of the
Confederacy.
Interest in the Civil War is not
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confined to battles and campaigns, soldiers and generals. For many , it also is
a desire to know what Americans in the
North and the South , especially
civilians , experienced , thought and
believed during this turbulent period of
history . Marshall 's new Rosanna A.
Blake Library of Confederate History
gives both the scholar and the average
person a new insight into life in the
Confederate states during and after the
war between the states.

Legacy to Marshall
Rosanna Blake's collection
began with childhood gift
In July 1964, after Rosanna Blake
announced her intention of donating her
Confederate collection to Marshall, she
remarked, "When Marshall acquires
the collection, my Alma Mater will
really be on the academic map insofar
as Confederate history is concerned."
At that time there were 5,000 items
in her collection. When she died on Jan.
15, 1987, there were some 6,500 items
in the collection destined for Marshall
as Rosanna Blake's legacy to her Alma
Mater.
Dr. Charles H. Moffat, chairman
emeritus of Marshall's History Department, who knew Rosanna Blake well,
wrote in a July 1964 article for The
Parthenon : "After devoting a lifetime
to a study of the Confederacy, Rosanna
Blake probably possesses a broader
knowledge of Confederate bibliography
than any other scholar."
Rosanna Blake was born in Huntington and grew up here. Her father, M.C.
" Cliff" Blake, was circuit clerk for
Cabell County from 1932 to 1956.
Because of her frail health, Rosanna
was taught at home for the first few
years of grade school by her mother ,
Marian Alexander Blake, who later
graduated from Marshall in 1933 at the
top of her class .
As a child, Rosanna toured the Gettysburg battlefield with her parents . On
her tenth birthday, her mother gave her
a biography of General Robert E. Lee.
This book sparked an interest in , and
a devotion to , Lee that persisted
throughout her life. In fact, she was
reading a Lee biography near the time
of her death , according to Dr. Kenneth
Slack, the official bibliographer of the
Blake Library who knew Rosanna over
a period of 15 years.
A graduate of Huntington High
School, Rosanna entered what was then
Marshall College, graduating summa
cum laude in June 1934. More than
three decades later, she was awarded an
honorary Doctor of Laws degree from
Marshall University in 1965 in recognition of her distinguished law career.
While Rosanna was attending

Rosanna A. Blake

Marshall , Professor Robert Largent of
the History Department encouraged her
to expand her collecting interest beyond
Lee to include the entire Confederacy .
Blake kept in touch with Largent after
she graduated and, some years later she
said, " He urged me to donate my collection to Marshall. "
After earning a master's degree from
Ohio University at Athens, Blake
enrolled at the University of Kentucky
College of Law where she received a
bachelor of laws degree with honors.
She was editor-in-chief of the Kentucky
Law Journal in 1944-45 .
Blake began her career as an attorney with several U.S. agencies. In 1962
she became the seco nd woman
appointed as an administrative law
judge for the National Labor Relations
Board (NLRB). Based in Washington ,
D . C., she argued cases in all IO of the
U.S. Circuit Courts of Appeal. She
retired in 1968 after 23 years' service,
19 of them spent with the NLRB. It was
during her last four years , she served
as a federal administrative law judge.
She was a member of the bar of the
U.S . Supreme Court and of the
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Commonwealth of Kentucky.
Dr. Blake was married to Fred E.
Hulse who was an agricultural economist with the U.S. Department of
Agriculture until his retirement.
During her career, Blake continued
with her passion for collecting Confederate material. In January 1965 a
nationally-known Confederate historian
wrote that the Rosanna A. Blake
Library is " the best private collection
of Confederate books and pamphlets in
the country. ' '
Blake once stated that research scholars from every part of the country had
for years made use of her library.
Authors of books about the Civil War
period also had utilized her collection
for their research . She placed her Confederate materials on loan with such
institutions as the Library of Congress,
the National Archives in Washington ,
the New York Public Library , the
North Carolina Confederate Centennial
Commission and the New Jersey Civil
War Commission .
Now, just as Blake had planned, her
collection has placed Marshall "on the
academic map insofar as Confederate
history is concerned.''
A large print of General Lee, which
hung prominently in Rosanna Blake's
home , is permanently displayed in the
special reading room that houses her
library at Marshall. This seems a fitting
tribute to Lee from one of his most
devoted admirers.

--Joseph Platania

'Winningest' coach
Jack Cook retires after 23 seasons;
G·eorgia assistant to lead the Herd
By TIM GLON
On Satu rday , April 22, 1966 , Jack
Cook was selected as Marshall ' s first
full -time baseball coach in the chool 's
hi story . Twenty-three seasons and 422
victories later , Cook handed the coaching duties over to former University of
Georgia assis tant coac h Howard
McCann .
Cook actually began his Marshall
ba eball coaching career in 1955 when
he was a part-time coach for one season. He then coached Cammack Junior
High and Huntington High School . In
nine years at Huntington High, Cook
led his teams to th ree state cham pionships (196 1, 1964 and 1966) .
On his firs t day at the helm of the
Thundering Herd baseball team , Cook
was quoted as saying : " It 's going to be
a challenge to build a program we can
all be proud of. It may tak a little time ,
but I think we can start getting good
boy and compete in the conference. ''
Cook came through with flying colors,
posting 16 winning seasons and two
National Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA) Tournament appearances.
Few people are aware that Cook was
an outstanding baseball player himself.
He captained the 1949 Big Green team
in his senior season . The St. Louis
Browns offered him a contract as an
outfielder while he was at Marshall but
Cook declined the offer and contin ued
hi s education . After ser ing in the
Army du ring the Korean War , Cook
earned a bachelor of arts from Marshall
in 1952 and earned his master ' s degree
here in 1953 .
In 197
ook led the Thunderi ng
Herd to its firs t NCAA Tournament

Jack Cook, the winningest single-sport coach in Marshall history, was
chosen in 1966 to be the university's first full-time baseball coach.
Twenty-three seasons and 422 victories later, the captain of the 1949
Marshall baseball team retired.
(Photo by Chris Hancock)

Tim Glon is a graduate assistant to
Marshall 's sports information director
Gary Richter. A native uf West
Lafayette, Ind., Glon is a 1988 graduate of Purdue University.
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'Coach Cook has left the program in a very stable condition ... This program is in a position to become a real force in collegiate baseball.'
Howard McCann

appearance, wi th an 18- 10 record . The
high point of Marshall baseball came in
1978 when the Herd came within one
game of advancing to the Coll ege
World Se ries. The Herd defeated
powerhouses Clemson and Florida State
before falling to Miami , Fla., in the
regional final s.
Cook is the winningest single-spo rt
coach in Marshall hi story . Only the
legendary Cam Henderson, with 430
victories as a Marshall coach (362 in
basketball and 68 in foo tball) had more
wins than Cook.
Always a gentleman -- on and off the
fi eld -- Cook coached Marshall squads
to winning seasons in 16 of hi s 24 seasons, including 10 straight from 1972
through 1981 . Cook also served as an
assistant professo r in Marshall' s Health ,
Recreatio n and Phys ical Education
Department .
" Jack Cook has given 24 years of
outstanding coaching, teaching and
dedication to Marshall ," sa id M U Athletic Director Lee Moon. " We appreciate all he has given to the Marshall
community, and we wish him the best
upon hi s retirement. "
C oo k 's repla ce me nt , Howa rd
McCann brought his own li st of impressive credenti als to Huntington.
During his seven years at the University of Georgia, McCann served as hittin g in stru c to r a nd rec ruitin g
coordinator. McCann had great success
at Georgia , recruiting three freshman
All-American players and 23 pl ayers
who went o n to sign pro fessional contracts. Ten school hitting reco rds were
broken during his tenure as well.
Befo re Georgia, McCann had successful ass istant coaching stints at Rollins College, Louisiana State University
and G ul f Coast (Fla.) Community
College .
McCann was an exce llent coll eg iate
baseball pl ayer . He was an AllConfe rence pl ayer at Gu lf Coast Community College and then was a two-year

New baseball coach Howard McCann came
to Marshall after seven years as an assistant coach at the University of Georgia,
where he served as hitting instructor and
recruiting coordinator.

starte r at second base at Mi ss issippi
State .
Drafted by the Minnesota Twins after
graduating from high school, McCann
late r played one year of Class A ball
after graduating from Mississ ippi State
in 1978 with a B. S . degree in physical
educatio n. He earned his M .S . degree
in educational admini stration from
Loui siana State Uni versity in 1980.
McCann said he is pleased with the
status of Marshall 's baseball program.
'' Coach Cook has left the program in
a very stable condition," McCann said .
11

" My immediate goal is to keep the
Marshall baseball tradition alive in the
Southern Conference the way it's been
the past 23 seasons. Coach Cook had
thi s team j ust six outs fro m the NCAA
Regional tournament last year, so there
is a solid fo undation to build upon.
'' This is an excellent opportunity fo r
me and my family . We' re thrilled to be
here. Thi s program is in a position to
become a real force in collegiate baseball . I' d like to eventually become one
of the top teams in the nation , year in
and year out. '

Breaking tradition
Older students see education
as key to more secure future
By CHRISTINE M. GRISHKIN
It's tough to break tradition .
For a growing number of Marshall
students, it may be tough , but it' s their
chance for a brighter future .
Non-traditional students -- those past
the 18-22 age range usually associated
with higher education -- are becoming
commonplace on Marshall 's campus.
''The fastest-growing segment of the
student body is the returning student -older adults coming back for schooling
they now know they have to have, ''
Marshall President Dale F . Nitzschke
said in a video for The Campaign for
Marshall, a major gift campaign to raise
$10 million for endowment, including
scholarships, and capital construction
projects.
"Many of these students have families ; some are single parents . Many
work full-time jobs. Investing in them
is like investing in gilt-edged securities.
You just know the investment will pay
off, " Nitzschke concluded.
Who are these non-traditional students? Registrar Robert Eddins commented, "You don't want to label these
students . There are a lot of different
types of students who could fit under
this umbrella . However , the pool of
high school graduates is declining.
When there is an increase in enrollment, the students have to be coming
from some other source.' '
The non-traditional student may
never have attended college, Eddins
said , or the student may have attended
school for a while, dropped out, and is
returning to complete a degree.
The Marshall Office of Returning

Christine M. Grishkin of Sutton, W. Va.,
is a junior in Marshall's W. Page Pitt
School of Journalism. She currently is
an intern with the Office of Public Information for the West Virginia State
Legislature.

Students Programs estimates there are
4,200 (ofa 12,580 fall enrollment) parttime and full-time non-traditional
students .
Returning student Brenda McClungMerritt, a Beckley , W.Va., native , said
her life changed drastically when she
came to Marshall -- for the second time.
" My life took a 360-degree change,"
McClung-Merritt, 47 , said. " I had a
husband and children and I didn ' t have
to take care of myself. Before, 75 percent of my time was geared toward taking care of someone else. Now , I'm
completely on my own ."
McClung-Merritt graduated from
high school in 1960 and attended Marshall one year before transferring to
West Virginia University. During a

summer break, she moved to Richmond, Va., and worked for the telephone company . She moved back to
Beckley and worked at various jobs
before marrying in 1962. She and her
husband lived in Dayton , Ohio, for 20
years and then moved to Delaware ,
Ohio, where she opened her own cleaning business.
Following a divorce in January 1989
she moved to Huntington and returned
to school. A full-time student carrying
16 hours, McClung-Merritt is following the Regents Bachelor of Arts program, concentrating in political science .
McClung-Merritt said she hasn't
encountered problems as a nontraditional student. "Most classes have
one or two older students," she said.

Brenda McClung-Merritt, 47, the mother of four grown children, is a full-time
student and is active in numerous campus activities. She was chosen for the 1990 I
edition of Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges.
(Photo by Todd Burns)
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"I've seen no type of prejudices or putdowns . I get together with students to
study. They don ' t treat me any
differently ."
Returning students often are more
serious than the traditional student,
according to McClung-Merritt. "Some
students don ' t know what they want to
study. They may be going to school to
please someone else. I left school and
worked and got my own apartment and
lived comfortably. Today , kids couldn't
do that. With low wages, a student can't
afford an apartment.''
McClung-Merritt, the mother of four
grown children , is active in campus
activities. She is the Regents Bachelor
of Arts senator for the Student Government Association , student representative for the Memorial Student Center
governing board , program coordinator
for the Returning Students Organization , a support group, and was the
Homecoming parade chairperson for
Campus Entertainment , Inc. Recently
she was chosen for inclusion in the 1990
edition of Who's Who Among Students
in American Universities and Colleges.
While completing her undergraduate
degree , McClung-Merritt is looking
into some graduate schools and wants
to pursue a master 's degree in public
administration.
''To be competitive at my age, I need
at least a master 's if not a Ph .D . ," she
explained.
Life experiences have given
McClung-Merritt confidence and a
different prospective on education and
on herself. ''One of the most important
things is to be honest with yourself,"
she said. "Accomplish your goals for
yourself -- not someone else. Some students go to school because of pressure
from their parents.
" A lot of parents have been unfulfilled and try to live their lives through
other people. Anything you can do and
want to accomplish, you can do it. People are held back by insecurities. Some
take second-best because they think they
don't deserve more. Anything you
want, you can obtain it. If you encounte r failure , learn from it.
" You grow and expand and your
ideas and your wants change. Every 10
years, change, if you want. If you don 't
change, after a certain amount of time
you will lose vitality . Contributions you
make can slide back if you don 't reasses.s your values . "
Dan Thomas , president of the
Returning Students Organization , said
if every returning student on campus

'Could I compete with these young kids? It's
anxiety. I'm 41 and science and technology have
moved so far from when I last went to school. '

Dan Thomas

Dan Thomas, president of the Returning Students Organization, and Donnalee
Cockrille, coordinator/counselor with Marshall's Student Development office, discuss problems facing non-traditional students.
(Photo by Todd Burns)
would unite, the group would be larger
than the entire freshman class. He
agrees with McClung-Merritt that nontraditional students have different attitudes about education from the younger age group.
" We are goal -oriented , " sa id
Thomas, a native of Washington state.
" We ' re here to make it better for us.
Most students are here because it is the
proper thing to do . A person either
works, gets married or goes to college.
Returning students experience many
things before going to school. "
Thomas is taking classes in the Col lege of Science. He said he is not wor~
ing toward a particular degree but is
taking classes for his own enjoyment.
Married for 12 years and father of a
10-year-old son , Thomas sa id he had
concerns about returning to academe.
"Could I compete with these young
kids? It 's anxiety. I'm 41 and science
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and technology have moved so far from
when I last went to school. However ,
one good thing about being an older student is that we have real excuses not to
have our homework done. Instead of the
dog, we say the kids tore up our papers.
" Who are returning students? We are
men, women , businessmen and international students . We cross every bit of
the population . Every class you can
think of, there is usually a returning student over there in the corner . ''
Studying history is especially interesting for returning students , according to
Thomas. " You study what you lived
through . The Vietnam War was during
my time . "
Thomas joined the Army in 1965
fresh out of high school. He attended
Fisk University in Nashville , Tenn. , for
a brief period and was a guidance counselor at a vocational rehabilitation
{continued on next page)

center in ashvi lle and a su rgical technolog ist at Meharry Medica l School.
He worked at several hospitals and
was working with the Uni versity of
Kansas Medica l Center ' tra uma and
transplant team prior to movi ng to Hunti ngton to ta ke care of hi s ail ing
gra ndmother .
" Since I was here , I dec ided to
take the opportun ity to go to Marshall. Education is a li fe-long process .
Technology was not as adva nced as it
is now. In order to understand it , I must
keep taking classes," Thomas sa id .
Thomas is carrying six hours' academic credit and is also active on
campus. He is a member of the Affi rmati ve Action Ad visory Committee ,
Minority Students Program Advisory
Committee and the Financial Aid Advisory Board .
Patty Carma n has a di ffe re nt
background .
Carman, 33 , attended bu siness college in Gallipolis, Ohio , in 1974 and
then wo rked three years as a secretary.

In 1977 she enroll ed at Oh io Uni versity where she attended fo r one year.
After her funding ran out , she turned
to Manpower Temporary Services , an
employment agency .
She was sent by Manpower to Marshall in 1986 to work as a sec retary.
During the fa ll of 1986 she enroll ed
with the Regents B.A . program.
" I always wanted to go back to
school, but I didn ' t have the money. It
is conve nient to work and to go to
school aga in . Practically every sec retary here is working towa rd a deg ree .
At first it was ha rd to balance, but now
I' ve fa llen into a schedul e. I' m single
and that makes it a little easie r. "
Ca rman said an older student should
begin slowly when returning to schoo l.
'' I think to start slow ly is the best
thing to do ," she sa id. " I started out
with one or two classes then took a little more . Some peopl e start out with
more classes and end up dropping them.
It depends upon the individual. If a person has never had schooling, it may be

Finding time with children is often difficult for non-traditional students. Greg Leaming, 32, a graduate student in journalism, takes time out to play with year-old son ,
Christopher. Leaming and his wife, Tammy, who teaches gifted students in Wayne
County schools, have another son, Jeremiah, 7, and a daughter, Analisa, 5.
(Photo by Chris Hancock)
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hard ."
Trying to balance school life and
home life can be difficult. Janet Broce,
33 , said she is trying to do that.
" Return ing to school has helped me
with organization. I have a fo ur-yearold son and I'm divorced. If I didn ' t
have organization, my homework
wouldn ' t get done ."
Broce a ttributes he r pe r so na l
development to her mili tary service.
" The military has helped me so much.
I' ve grown up . Before I went into the
military, I was immature . I wasn ' t the
person I am now . With every change
comes a little bit of gro wth . Life is a
grow ing expe rience fo r everybody.
After graduating from Barboursv ille
High School in 1975 , Broce worked at
various jobs in Huntington before
attending Ma rshall in 1977 . She
returned to the work fo rce and in 1983
joined the Army Reserves . In January
1985 she enroll ed in Marshall ' s Community College. After earning a twoyear degree in retailing , she decided to
enroll at the university.
Broce said being an older student
does not bother her. ' ' Age is not a problem. I'm young at heart. I'm only here
on campus a limited time so I'm not
around younger students that much.
They sort of take me in .
'' A lot of time they look to me fo r
help. Sometimes I don' t know any more
than they do. They see me as an older
person and think I can help them out.
" Before I went into the military, I
didn ' t have any set goals. At that point,
I didn ' t know what goals are. Now I do
have goals -- short-term goals and longterm goals."
Broce said her short-term goal is to
graduate from Marshall . '' A long-term
goal for me is to buy a house and to
build on myself and to be a better person than I am today . I want to be helpful to somebody else. ''
These students are breaking tradition.
Real-li fe experiences often teach more
than a class ever could , they said , but
now it is time to return to the classroom
where they can continue to learn , grow ,
and prosper.

A torrent of talent
MU athletes make professional commitments
By MICKEY JOHNSON
RICK NOLTE
TIM STEPHENS
Consider this sports trivia question.
What university in the span of a year
saw one of its former athletes become
a leading money winner on the Ladies
Professional Golf Association Tour,
another be voted one of the best 46
players in the National Football League,
and yet another be considered one of the
best relief pitchers in major league
baseball?
Stanford? Southern California?
Texas? North Carolina? Ohio State?
Pose that question to just about anyone and schools along the lines of the
aforementioned most likely would be
the reply .
Give someone 10, 20, 30 guesses or
more and few people, if any , will come
up with Marshall University. But that's
the correct answer.
It was Marshall that produced golfer
Tammie Green who ranked seventh on
the LPGA money list in 1989. It was
Marshall that produced Minnesota Vikings' cornerback Carl Lee who was
named to the National Football Conference All-Pro team in 1988 and 1989.
And, it was Marshall that produced
Kansas City Royals' relief pitcher Jeff
Montgomery who led the American
League in earned run average in 1989.
This trio heads a group of former
Thundering Herd athletes who are earning a living in professional sports with
skills they honed at Marshall.
Also included are former football
standout Mike Barber, now with the
Phoenix Cardinals , ex-basketball star
Mike D' Antoni who 's nearing the end
of a productive career with Tracer
Milan -- one of the top teams in the Italian professional league -- and former
baseball player Rick Reed who has been
a starting pitcher for the Pittsburgh
Pirates in parts of the past two seasons .
These athletes are continuing a tradition of excellence in the athletic programs at Marshall.

Tammie Green was named by Golf Digest as 1989's
Most Improved Player on the Ladies Professional
Golf Tour.

(continued on next page)
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Tantntie
Green
In her three seasons on the Ladies
Professional Golf Tour, Tammie Green
has achieved most of her goals .
Green , who played at Marshall from
1978 through 1982 , was Rookie of the
Year in 1987 , winning $68,346. In
1988 , she nearly doubled her firstyear's winnings and shaved almost a
full stroke off her scoring average.
And , in 1989, she captured her first victory on the tour with a $90,000 payday
in the $600,000 du Maurier Classic in
Montreal , Canada. Her earnings for the
year were $204 , 143 . She also was
named Golf Digest 's most improved
player for the year.
The 30-year-old from Somerset,
Ohio , with the picture-book sw ing has
purposefu lly climbed the Tour ladder in
her pro career .
'' The best competition was there and
that's the way I wanted to win my first
one , ' ' Green said after capturing the du
Maurier , one of the four major tournaments on the women's tour , on July 2
at Beaconsfield Country Club.
Green finished a stroke ahead of
Betsy King , the tour's leading moneywinner in 1989 .
" It was the longest day at work I've
ev~r had ," said Green of her final-day
score of even-par 72 . " It was an upand-down round, but it got the job
done.' '
Her solid play in Montreal didn 't
mark the first time she was atop the
leaderboard going into the last day of
a tour event. In 1988 she got into a fourway playoff at the Sara Lee Classic in
Nashville, Tenn. , thanks to a careerlow 66 in the final round, but watched
Patti Rizzo walk away with the title .
Early in the 1989 season, in the

Mickey Johnson is a 1982 graduate of
Marshall and is sports editor of The
Herald-Dispatch in Huntington. Rick
Nolte, a 1976 graduate, is assistant
sports editor. Tim Stephens attended
Marshall and is a sports writer for The
Herald-Dispatch. Johnson and Nolte
edited and published Rolling Thunder:
Marshall University Football, 1967-87.
Stephens was a writer on the project.

Nabi sco Dinah Shore (the first of the
LPGA 's four major events), Green tied
for second with JoAnne Carner and collected her biggest paycheck on the
women's tour ($34,000) prior to the du
Maurier.
In 1989 , it took Green a while to hit
her stride. One reason was the tour 's
trying early schedule. There were
breaks of one to two weeks between the
first stop in Jamaica in early January
and subsequent trips to Florida, Hawaii
and Arizona. Not until mid-March , at
the stop in Tucson, Ariz., were players
able to compete on a weekly basis . In
that period , Green missed two cuts and
withdrew from another event after one
round.
" It was a mental drain ," Green said .
" I never got any rhythm going."
That changed at the Dinah Shore
where Green was a contender from start
to finish .
"That got me going," she said. "If
I could ' ve putted , I'd have won. When
you finish second in a major , you've
done something."
With career earnings approaching
$400,000, Green is able to live comfortably and work a flexible schedule . She
tries not to play more than four events
in a row.
" It 's a luxury and that means I've
been fortunate," she said. That was a
contrast to her rookie year when she
played in 27 events .
" I needed the money and I needed to
get to know the courses ," she said.
Throughout her career, Green has
been virtually self-supporting . " I've
been able to manage pretty well ," she
said.
Green is affiliated with McGregor,
which has issued a poster of her , and
Mark Scott clothes.
At Marshall , Green played basketball
as well as golf. She gave up basketball
after a year to concentrate on the sport
she would make her future. The
5-foot-8 player won four collegiate titles
for MU and once was low amateur in
the LPGA Wheeling Classic. She dominated the Future's Tour in 1985 and
1986 , winning 10 titles. She got her
tour card on the fourth try .
Green 's financial success has allowed
her to do a few things around the house
in Somerset.
" I'm remodeling Mom' s home," she
said. "I' m into farming with my
brother, but I just help out. I've got two
quarterhorses on the farm. I love to ride
when I can find the time.''
Green , who holds a recreation degree
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from Marshall, even found time to
return to Huntington last May to play
in the Marshall Celebrity Tournament
at the Esquire Golf Club.
It's no secret Green has been able to
market herself. ln 1988 she appeared in
a fashion layout in Fairway Magazine,
the official publication of the LPGA
Tour.
'' We can swing hard and still put on
a dress and earrings,' ' Green remarked .
" Today, if you're able to play , you're
looked up to. In the past , you were
frowned upon if you excelled."
Down the road, Green sees marriage
and children in her future. She currently
dates Steve Ellis, who works with the
Future 's Tour.
" I know I'm pushing my biological
clock," she said. "Steve and I are
close. Right now , I've dedicated myself
to golf, but I know if I live life right ,
good things will happen. "

Carl
Lee
Carl Lee has never doubted his abilities as a football player , but even he
didn't know they would one day carry
him to the top of the National Football
League.
Lee, an All-Southern Conference
selection at defensive back in 1981 and
1982 for the Thundering Herd, reached
the pinnacle in 1988 as a cornerback
with the Minnesota Vikings . On a vote
of opposing players and coaches, Lee
was chosen for the NFC All-Pro team
for the first time in his six-year career.
Shortly after his All-Pro selection, Lee
was included on the " All-Madden
Team," selected by respected CBS analyst and former Oakland Raiders coach
John Madden .
" I think it 's always in the back of
your mind that some day in your chosen profession you hope to be viewed
with the best,'' said Lee, the Vikings'
seventh-round draft choice in 1983.
'' But, honestly , I never could have
expected it to happen for me.''
His selection to the prestigious postseason teams came after a banner year
in which Lee led the Vikings with a
career-high eight interceptions. His
total tied him for second in the NFC ,
third in the NFL, and was the secondbest single season mark in club history .
The South Charleston, W .Va ., native

returned two of the interceptions for
touchdowns -- the first scores of his pro
career.
Lee 's previous high for interceptions
came in his previous three seasons when
he picked off three passes each year.
The 5-foot-11 V2 , 188-pounder -- a
vital component of a Vikings ' defense
considered the best in the NFL -- also
broke up 37 passes, recovered a fumble and made 60 tackles (51 solos, 9
assists), which ranked him sixth on the
team.
He credited his success in 1988 to
maturity and being healthy for the first
time in his career from the first day of
training camp to the final gun in the loss
to eventual Super Bowl champion San
Francisco in the second round of the
NFC playoffs. Early in his career, Lee
was shifted between safety and cornerback and saw injuries to his legs and
wrist hamper his progress.
'' I though in training camp that if I
could stay healthy this would be the
year I could break through ," recalled
Lee, who became a full-time starter in
1986. "I'd learned a lot and developed
a level of confidence that I could excel
against the best receivers in the game.
"I decided to challenge every play.
Instead of trying to give up the completion and make a sure tackle , I went for
the break up . Or instead of just playing
for the break up , I went for the interception. Because I was able to stay
healthy, I finally had the ability to use
what I'd learned. "
The respect Lee earned from opponents by his performance in 1988 continued in the 1989 season. Teams made
a point to avoid throwing his way. He
(continued on next page)
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fi ni shed the season with two interceptions and just 46 solo tackles, whi ch
indicates he seldom was alone with a
receiver. However, he was again voted
a starter fo r the NFC in the Pro Bowl.
" You can gauge the respect you' ve
gained by the way the teams play you
the next year , " Lee said . " The tas k
after you' ve had a year like I did is to
bac k it up the next year to prove it was
real. I guess the fact that I' ve been voted
again even though my numbers weren' t
as good as last year say s something

' ... you hope to be viewed
with the best. But, honestly,
I never could have expected
it to happen for me.'

Carl Lee

about how others view my ability.
'' The Pro Bowl is the greatest situation I' ve ever been involved in . I can' t
wait fo r this one.''
It took a turn of events at Marshall
fo r Lee to end up playing with the
Thundering Herd . At the request of
then-coach Frank Elwood , Lee visited
campus during an All-State season at
South Charleston . He was unimpressed
and went home thinking he would either
play at Virginia Tech or a West Virginia
conference schoo l.
Elwood was fired with a week to go
in the 1978 season and , when Sonny
Randle was named as his replacement
a few weeks later, Lee was at the top
of the new coach' s li st. " You could see
that Carl had what it took when he came
with us,'' said Randle, himself a former
All-Pro wide receiver.
From the day Lee set foot on the field
for the Herd , he was a starter for Randle who sensed professional qualities in
the safety from the beginning . Lee
quickly developed into one of the finest
defensive players in Marshall histo ry,
leading the Herd in three of his fo ur
seasons.
After hi s senior season , Lee was the
l 86th player taken in the draft and the
35th defensive back. Unl ike the Vikings' other picks that year, Lee was the
selection of chief scout Ralph Kohl.
Each year, Kohl is given one pick in the

Jeff
Montgomery

times in trade rumors during baseball ' s
earl y December Winter Meetings in
Nashville , Tenn . He said he thought
about what it would be like to be traded
again . One rumor out of Baltimore had
Montgomery and outfielder Danny Tartabull going to Cleveland fo r outfielder
Joe Carter, who since has been traded
to San Diego.
" Hearing my name mentioned means
that I'm wanted or needed by a team .
As long as I' m wanted and needed in
the major leagues, that ' s good ."
Montgomery said Kansas City is a

Jeff Montgomery once pitched to batters from The Citadel and Western
Carolina . Now he pitches to batters
from the Oakland Athletics and New
York Yankees.
Montgomery is one of the most successful athletes ever to play at Marshall .
He emerged last season as the ace
reli ever of the Kansas City Royals and
posted one of the lowest earned run
averages (1. 37) in the major leagues.
He appeared in 63 games , won seven
of IO decisions, saved 18 games and
allowed onl y 66 hits , three home runs
and 25 walks in 92 innings . He saved
several games started by American
League Cy Young A ward winner Brett
Saberhagen .
The 27-year-old right-hander was
drafted out of Marshall by the Cincinnati Reds in the ninth round of the 1983
draft , shortl y after completing hi s
degree in computer science.
He pitched in the Reds' organization
through 1986, including two brief stints
in the major leagues , before being
traded three years ago to Kansas City
for outfielder Van Snider.
Montgomery began the 1989 season
as a middle reliever , setting up thenstopper Steve Farr. Farr , however ,
suffered a mid season arm injury and
Montgomery became the Royals ' ace.
He retained that role, although Farr
returned late in the season, and pitched
as a starter and middle reliever.
Montgomery has much stronger competition than Farr this season. The
Royals recently signed fo rmer San
Diego Padres relief ace Mark Dav is,
who led the major leagues in saves last
season w ith 44 and won the National
League's Cy Young Award .
'' This makes me a part of the best
pitching staff in baseball , " Montgomery sa id . " And it makes me want
to leave it. "
Montgomery was mentioned several

strong contender fo r the wo rld championship , but the Royals will have to
unseat American League Western Division champion Oakland first. The Athletics feature a stellar lineup led by
Mark McGwire , Joe Canseco , Rickey
Henderson, Dennis Eckersley and Dave
Stewart.
" Oakland is still as tough as ever,"
Montgomery said , adding the As can
overcome free-agent losses of pitcher
Storm Davis who signed with Kansas
City , infielder Tony Phillips and designated hitter Dave Parker from last
year ' s world champions . " They still
have their top-three pitcher and they
have McGwire, Canseco and Henderson. They ' re the favo rites. "
Montgomery also said the Califo rnia
Angels, Texas Rangers and Minnesota
Twins are legitimate contenders fo r a
divi sion titl e.
" On paper, the Angels are as good

middl e rounds , and interestingly , his
selections have a habit of making the
club. Lee was the sixth pick Kohl had
made fo r the club and all but one made
the team .
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As ace reliever of the
Kansas City Royals, Montgomery posted one of the
lowest earned run averages
(1.37) in the major leagues.

a anybody ," Montgomery said . " They
have six good tarting pitcher and starting pitching is the key to a team. I think
the divis ion will come down to who is
healthy and who isn't. Injuries hurt us.
We had some injuries last year and were
in the race until the last week of the
season."

Mike
Barber

Photos courtesy of The Herald-Dispatch

If overachievement can be considered
an asset, then Mike Barber can expect
a long and rewarding ca reer in the
National Football League.
Barber, the record -b reaki ng wide
receiver from Winfield, W.Va., helped
Marshall enjoy its best years in footba ll
and now is with the Phoeni x Cardinals
of the NFL after bei ng claimed off
waivers from the San Francisco 49ers
on Dec. 12.
After rewriting Marshall and Southern Conference record books , Barber
was selected in the fourth round of the
1989 NFL draft by the 49ers, but
played behind All -Pro receivers Jerry
Rice and John Tay lor. Barber, a
5-foot- 11 , 175-pounder, found his playing at a prem ium between stretches on
the developmental squad. He was
plea ed about hi s prospects with the
Card inals. " I knew my future wasn't
in San Francisco ," Barber said . "I'd
rather be omewhere where I'm
wa nted. The Cardi nals seemed very
happy to get me. I think my talent measures up. " His talent enabled him to set
and break records at Marshall with the
regularity of a broken juke box. Barber, All-State quarterback at Winfield
High, caught 249 passes for 4,262 yards
(continued on next page)
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and 26 touchdowns at Marshall. The
first two figures are all-time Southern
Conference marks and the third equals
one.
His best year came during the Thundering Herd's march to the CAA
Division I-AA championship game in
1987 in Pocatello, Idaho. That season,
his junior year, Barber made 107 receptions for 1, 757 yards and 11 touchdowns . His play was a major factor in
the Herd 's challenge for the national
title that ended with a 43-42 loss to
Northeast Louisiana in the finals.
Consider Barber's achievements at
Marshall:
• averaging 102 yards receiving per
game in 1988 .
• being named to the first-team AllAmerican Walter Camp and Kodak
squads in 1988.
• making the first-team AllAmerican Walter Camp, Kodak and
Associated Press squads in 1987.
• earning first-team All-Southern
Conference status in 1986 , 1987 and
1988.
• setting the I-AA playoff record in
1987 for catching 28 passes for 520
yards.
• catching a touchdown pass in all
six of Marshall's playoff games in 1987
and 1988.
• receiving the first-ever Domino's
Pizza-AFCA Coaches' Choice College
Football Player of the Year award after
the 1988 season .
His coach at Marshall, George
Chaump, doesn't believe anyone should
doubt the wisdom of the 49ers' selection of Barber in the draft .

'I knew my future wasn't in San Francisco. I'd rather
be somewhere where I'm wanted. The Cardinals
seemed very happy to get me. I think my talent measures up.'
Mike Barber

. . ...
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"It won't surprise me a bit if he turns
out to be a pretty big star in the NFL,' '
Chaump said. "He can run and catch,
he has great speed and great hands , and
he's going to continue to get better and
better.
"I remember when he was a sophomore, Mike was just another receiver ,
but he just got better and better, continued to improve and improve ,''
Chaump said.
The 49ers also were confident of
Barber's abilities.
" The scouts had him high ," said
Sherman Lewis , San Francisco 's wide
receivers coach. " He ' s a solid player.
I did a lot of research and film study
and he was the best wide receiver on
the board in the fourth round.
" He may be from I-AA , but he 's a
very productive player and comes from
a real passing offense. Plus, he doesn't
drop many balls and he 's crafty. While
some might consider him a possession
receiver , he has the speed to get in the
seams and hurt you deep or short. ''
The move from San Francisco to
Phoenix wasn't the first shakeup
experienced by Barber in his first year
in the pros. He was driving around the
Bay Area in his pickup truck , enjoying
a day off from practice, when an earthquake struck at 5:04 p.m. Oct. 17.
" I was headed home ," Barber said.
" I was only about five minutes away
from my apartment and the earth started
shaking severely. I could see the street
lights start shaking and poles moving
and then I saw the pavement start to
move. The truck was shaking real hard ,
but it has big shocks. I probably didn 't
feel it as much as some people. ''
Aftershocks rocked his apartment for
several hours after the earthquake, Barber said , but caused little damage.
He is returning to West Virginia
where he will marry Amy Dick of Huntington , a 1989 Marshall graduate , in
April. He often thinks of his home and
the fans who watched and cheered him
on at Fairfield Stadium .
'' Having Marshall fans , you always
wonder if people are really watching the
things you do , if you bring them any
joy ," Barber reflected . " That 's something I've always wondered about , do
they really think I'm good enough? I do
care a lot about if I made them happy
and helped the Herd win .''
Don 't worry , Mike . They ' re all pulling for you , too .

Mike

D' Antoni

On Italian professional rosters for 12
years, D'Antoni appears on a weekly television show and is regarded as a local hero
in Milan because of his Italian ancestry.
It's not surprising to find a name such
as '' D ' Antoni '' on the roster of an Italian professional basketball team , and
the name Mike D 'Antoni , former Thundering Herd star , has been on Italian
rosters for 12 years.
The former National Basketball
Association player , a mainstay on the
Tracer Milan team , has been a leader
on the floor for the Italian team along
with former NBA star Bob McAdoo.
Milan has been home to D ' Antoni ,
38 , since joining the Italian league in
1977. He holds dual United States21

Italian c itizenship and has written two
books about basketball that have been
big sellers in Milan. He appears on a
weekly televi sion show and is regarded
as a local hero in Milan because of his
Italian ancestry.
The Mullens , W .Va ., native averaged 15 .2 points a game during his
three-year career at Marshall that
spanned 1970 through 1973. He was
better known as a play maker , handing
out a school record 659 assists in hi s
three varsity seasons . Greg White , now
lcontinued on next page)

a Marshall assistant basketball coach ,
later set a four-year record of 70 I
assists.
D' Antoni was selected by the Kansas
City Kings in the 1973 BA draft. He
spent three seasons with the Kings and

one with the San Antonio Spurs before
leaving for Milan.
Injuries cut short his BA stay . He
averaged 3.3 points per game and
handed out 248 assists in 130 games
from 1973 to 1977.

Through D 'A ntoni 's leadership , his
team has won the Ita lian National
Championship, the Italian Cup and the
European Cup championships. He has
been named the top American player in
Italy three times.

Reed is expected to start the 1990 season in Buffalo.
Drafted in the 26th round of the free
agent draft in June 1986 , Reed began
his professional career as a reliever with

Bradenton , Fla. He was promoted to
Macon, Ga., late in the season and
returned there to spend the 1987 season, posting an 8-2 record and 2.50
ERA in 46 games.

Rick
Reed
Rick Reed accomplished what few
other major league baseball players
have managed when in 1988 he
advanced from the lowest level of the
minors to a spot on the Pittsburgh
Pi rates ' roster.
Reed , a Huntington native who
pitched for Marshall in 1985 , began his
storybook season with Salem , Va ., in
the Class A Carolina League. The righthander posted a 5-2 record and 1.37
earned run average for the Buccaneers
before being sent to Class AA Harri sburg, Pa., of the Eastern League June
i 5 . He went 1-0 there with a 1. 13
ea rned run average in 16 innings that
covered two starts .
Less than two weeks later, he was at
Class AAA Buffalo , N.Y. With the
Bisons , Reed posted a pair of shutouts
before hi s contract was purchased by
the Pirates on Aug. 4 to aid a staff
depleted by injuries.
Four days later , Reed was the starting pitcher against the New York Mets
and proved his rapid ascent was no
fluke by handcuffing the Mets on three
hits for eight innings in a 1-0 victory.
Reed pitched one more game before
being sent back to Buffalo where he finished the season with a 4-2 record and
1.64 earned run average.
He started the 1989 season again in
Buffalo , compi ling a 9-8 record and
3.20 earned run average before being
added to the Pirates' roster late in the
year. After hi s ca ll -up, Reed was 1-4
in 54 2/J innings with an ERA of 5.60 .
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The state of medicine in West Virginia
Physician comments on education,
escalating costs and collaboration
Dr. William A. Neal, chairman of the
Department of Pediatrics at West Virginia University School of Medicine and
a third-generation West Virginia physician, presented the following talk during Marshall's third Medical Alumni
Weekend, Sept. 8-9. He also gave a
scientific presentation.
As West Virginia strives to accommodate a changing medical environment
and the new university system looks for
ways to better meet the state 's medical
needs, Neal's remarks are both timely
and thought-provoking.
I am greatly honored by this invitation to address my colleagues in medicine who share an extremely important
identity as graduates of the Marshall
University School of Medicine.
Charles Dickens began his epic Tale
of Two Cities with that most elegant
passage: "It was the best of times; it
was the worst of times."
It occurs to me that the present state
of organized medicine in West Virginia
may indeed be described in diametrically opposed terms. Things are both
very good and very bad .
Implementation of the spirit of the
recent Carnegie Report on Higher Education represents something good and
hopeful -- a new beginning toward economic recovery in our state.
The Omnibus Health Care Act, on
the other hand, is an ominous sign that
the current revolution in American
medicine has crossed our borders in full
fury.
Let me deal with the bad news first.
Harvard sociologist Paul Starr, in his
Pulitzer Prize-winning book, The Social
Transformation of American Medicine ,
states:
In America, no one group has
held so dominate a position in this
world of rationality and power as
has the medical profession. Its
rise to sovereignty in the late 19th
and early 20th centuries is the
first part of the story I have to
relate; the emergence in our time
of a bureaucratic and corporate
regime is the second .

Dr. William A. Neal

My grandfather Neal began the practice of medicine in Huntington shortly
after the tum of the century. My father
told me long before Starr's book was
published that his father practiced during the greatest era of American medicine. It was an era in which the
physician was held in the highest esteem
by society, an era devoid of malpractice suits, or third-party payors, of utilization review. It was a time when every
physician willingly provided a certain
amount of charity care, yet enjoyed a
good standard of living.
Specialization and high technology
had not yet emerged, but medical
science had matured sufficiently to provide the practitioner with an armamentarium of effective remedies to
complement his art.
The well-trained physician knew as
much about most disease as his colleagues anywhere . If he could not cure
a given illness , chances are, there
was no cure. He was solo , he was
23

autonomous, and he was immensely
respected by his patients . My grandfather was, indeed, a member of a
sovereign profession.
The contrast of that era with the present is readily apparent. We are no
longer masters of our professional destiny. Power and control have shifted
away from the practitioner to thirdparty payors: state and federal government and employers. Because of their
financial role, they are reorientating the
health care system by use of this newfound power.
The Omnibus Health Care Act , even
in its modified form , presents tremendous difficulty for us today. Should we
participate in the health care of those
citizens sponsored by public programs
such as PEIA (Public Employees Insurance Agency) and Medicaid? Should we
join the statewide PPO (Preferred Provider Organization) initiated by the
West Virginia Medical Association? I
(contjnued on next page)

the present state of organized medicine in West Virginia may indeed be
described in diametrically opposed terms. Things are both very good and very
bad.'

would not pretend to know the answers .
I do know , however , that each of us
must recognize that we can never go
back to the way things were. We are no
longer autonomous.
Fortunately, the legacy left us by our
predecessors several generations ago is
still intact in many respects , and we
continue to be the beneficiaries of the
sovereign profession they built.
We would do well to emulate their
ideals if we are to preserve the high status in society today 's physicians enjoy .
We must preserve the sanctity of the
doctor-patient relationship . As privileged members of society, we should be
willing to commit a small portion of our
professional time without reimbursement. We should strongly support our
county, state and national medical societies, realizing that it was not until the
emergence of a strong American Medical Association in the late 1800s that
medicine began to change for the better.
As leaders in our communities and
society at-large, we must work with the
system to slow the escalating cost of
health care. I know for a fact that some
of you in this audience did just that. You
worked with the governor and the legislature to modify the Omnibus Health
Care Act so that its final form was
somewhat more acceptable. You and
our colleagues from throughout the state
made a difference.
The same may be said of the
influence you had on legislation passed
in response to the Carnegie Report ,
Building for a New Century: Higher
Education in West Virginia , especially
those several recommendations which
dealt with medical education.
As I previously indicated, the spirit
of that report is exciting and positive.
Better education in West Virginia is a

key to a better economic future for our
citizens .
It is clear that the people of West Virginia want and expect the Schools of
Medicine at Marshall and WVU to educate high-quality practitioners who will
remain in the state to practice. Fortytwo of our 55 counties are medically
underserved . Thus , the Carnegie
Report urged : "that Marshall University School of Medicine concentrate on
general practice and become a model in
rural health " and that "West Virginia
University School of Medicine emphasize training for specialties and highlevel medical research."
It is the spirit of this thoughtful report
rather than some of the details of
implementation that we should applaud.
A few of the details are not practical and
were correctly abandoned by the legislature. For example, Marshall cannot
maintain its autonomy as an accredited
medical school by closing its basic
science departments and matriculating
its students to Morgantown for their
first two years of medical education.
The result would have been the creation of another clinical campus such as
exists in Charleston .
It is equally apparent that though each
school has different, yet complementary, goals -- Marshall as a primary
care, rural health-oriented institution
and WVU as a specialty-oriented
research institution -- each must to some
degree do both in order to maintain
LCME (Liaison Committee on Medical Education) accreditation and have
approved residency training programs.
The institutional isolationist may
argue that nothing has changed. I can
assure you that is not so. The Carnegie
Report calls for a single, unified system of university education in West

Virginia, including the medical schools.
When Bob D'Alessandri recently was
appointed dean of the WVU School of
Medicine , Governor Caperton urged
him in the strongest possible terms to
cooperate fully with Marshall. It is my
understanding that there is a continuing
dialogue between our two university
presidents, as well as between our
respective deans . There is increasing
communication among our academic
departments . Though I feel there is
much more that can be achieved by
improved communication at this level ,
there are examples of formalized educational or service programs involving
both medical schools .
It is vitally important that our respective faculties, administrators and alumni
create a unified, integrated system of
medical education in West Virginia. It
is important that we be proactive in this
regard rather than reactive . For it is
only by formulating policy that we are
likely to have control of our destiny . By
combining our strengths, crosscovering our weaknesses and integrating programs where possible, we will
succeed to a far greater degree than
either institution could achieve alone .
Fundamental to this premise is the identity of each school as an integral part
of its parent university .
Fifteen years ago, collaboration
between Marshall and WVU with the
private sector of medicine and the State
Health Department resulted in development of a statewide program to improve
neonatal and perinatal health
care. Within a few short years this consortium brought about the most rapid
decline in infant mortality in the country. This system is strong , functional ,
and healthy today, as is an equally
effective statewide program of

'Effective collaboration and integration in the sphere of medical education,
service and research can go a long way in breaking down the provincialism
that exists within the state.'
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children's cardiac care enjoying the best
surgical results in the nation .
Next month , the pediatric chairs from
Huntington, Charleston and Morgantown will meet with nine practicing
pediatricians from throughout the state
to establish a dialogue exploring ways
in which our academic departments can
better serve these practitioners and their
patients .
The stage is set for strengthening the
ties between our two institutions. WVU
has passed beyond its first quartercentury as a four-year medical school,
not without growing pains, to emerge
as a fine traditional academic center
with depth and breadth of faculty enabling it to successfully compete for
extramural research dollars. Marshall
has in a few short years developed a
nationally competitive research program in clinical virology , and , at the
same time, has remained true to its goal
of training excellent primary care physicians for rural West Virginia.
I will take the liberty of speaking for
both faculties in declaring that the real
key to whatever success we may enjoy
rests with our students . They are the
reason for our existence. They gradu-

ate and become alumni , fulfilling not
only their individual professional goals
but also justifying creation of our
respective medical schools.
It may seem odd that I can speak
more comfortably with the Marshall
University alumni gathered here today
about your responsibility to Marshall
than I can to my fellow WVU alumni.
As a WVU faculty member , to the latter I may appear self-serving .
I believe that one owes his alma mater
an allegiance and gratitude similar to
that we reserve for our parents . It is
your responsibility to be constructive
critics, to invest your time, thoughts and
talents on behalf of the school when
called upon to do so. You should be
willing to assist with the clinical education of students in the medical school
when practical . This may be accomplished by becoming a preceptor, or
you may facilitate student education by
referring patients to the faculty when
possible.
As you did not come close to paying
the real cost of your own medical education, you, at some point, should be
in a position to help defray the cost of
current students by contributing to

scholarship funds or other Foundation
accounts of the medical school . Such
dollars help fund programmatic
development which otherwise may not
be possible. They are the discretionary
dollars so necessary if the school is to
achieve excellence.
I once asked my father if he contributed to WVU , thinking that was a
reasonable question since some of his
children attended that institution. His
answer: ' ' Why should I do that , Bill?
I graduated from Marshall!" His message was clear. As an alumnus it is my
responsibility to contribute to the extent
that I can to WVU. His responsibility
is to support hi s own alma mater .
In conclusion, WVU and Marshall
under one system of higher education
can, and should, demonstrate to the rest
of the state that we can work effectively
together for the common good . Effective collaboration and integration in
the sphere of medical education, service and research can go a long way
in breaking down the provincialism
that exists within the state. We are
not Northern West Virginia or Southern West Virginia -- we are West
Virginia!

Some 200 people attended the Medical Alumni Weekend Sept. 8-9 which, in addition to Dr. Neal's talks, included
concurrent grand rounds, other scientific presentations, a reception, and the naming of Dr. Robert W. Coon
as the school's dean emeritus. Above, artist Adele Thornton Lewis, left, and Coon's wife, Judy, unveil a portrait of Coon commissioned by the school's first graduating class. The portrait will hang in Marshall's Robert
W. Coon Medical Education Building.
Ph
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The Campaign for Marshall
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A campaign to raise $10 million for
Marshall's endowment and capital construction projects is under way .
The Campaign for Marshall , with the
theme "Toward A New Century ,"
seeks $7 million to complete the endowment for the Society of Yeager Scholars program ; $1 million for the
university's general scholarship endowment; $1 million for the faculty
development endowment, and $1 million to complete funding for the first
phase of the Fine and Performing Arts
Complex.
National campaign chairman John R.
Hall commented on the need for private
philanthropy: " No really top-flight
university can exist on public funds
alone . Every excellent university has
strong private support. It's what sets
them apart. Now, it's time for us to
move Marshall University into that category. I am committed to the proposition that this is not only possible, but
essential .' '
Hall is chairman and chief executive
officer for Ashland Oil, Inc.

John R. Hall, national chairman for The Campaign for Marshall, ·meets
with Virginia Kitchen VanZandt Oeft) and Ruth Hamill Thompson during the campaign kickoff dinner.

Honorary national campaign chairman
Gen. Charles E. "Chuck" Yeager and
Marshall President Dale F. Nitzschke pose
with Donna Hall, wife of John R. Hall and
hostess for the campaign dinner.
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Serving West Virginia
Where Marshall students call home
and alumni now reside in the state
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West Virginia residents:
Alumni, 1988-89
25,904
Students, Fall 1989 10,854
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